


WELCOME TO 
LEVEL 2!

DEVELOPING YOUR 
INTUITION



LEVEL 1 REVIEW
• Different types of cards – Oracle vs Tarot

• Protect yourself Energetically 

• Consecrate Your Deck

• Set the mood + What to say 

• When reading yourself always TRUST your intuition



BRING IN THE LIGHT

• Before you start any reading or any engagement in the divination arts, it’s important you clear 
out any gray or dark energy and replace it with beautiful white light.

• It’s also important because this protects you in a beautiful bubble of white light. 

• I will now bring you through a guided light meditation 



INTUITION PRAYER

• Before readings, it’s always good to say this prayer to deepen your connection: 

• “Oh God + Goddess as we open the door to communication, in the unity of the Holy Spirit the 
great I am presence of the universe. We give thanks for we know that the words spoken are 
filled with your love, truth, wisdom, and understanding of the highest. Amen.” – Rev. Elaine 
Thomas 



SELECT YOUR CARD OF THE 
DAY

• Now, I want you to pick up your deck, hold it to your heart. 

• Thank your guides and ask them to surround you and your deck with positive white light, and 
to guide this reading with love and light to be the most accurate reading possible so you can 
truly hear, see, and experience true divine guidance. 



SELECT YOUR CARD OF THE 
DAY

• Ask your guides to please give you ONE card that best represents the message you need to 
hear today. 

• Shuffle Your Deck & draw one when you feel intuitively drawn to



ANALYZING A CARD

• What to consider:

I. What is your initial gut feeling of the card?

II. How does it make you feel?

III. What’s the first message that pops into your head?

IV. Does this remind you of anything? Anyone or any situation in your life?

V. Notice the card itself - does it have any images or symbols that pop out to you? 

VI. Why do you think this card showed up for you?



INTUITION

• The main key to having a successful card reading is utilizing your intuition. 

• Intuition: your sixth sense, your psychic senses, predicting

I. By definition: The ability to understand something without conscious reasoning 

II. Or: a thing that one knows or considers likely from instinctive feeling rather than conscious 
reasoning 



INTUITION

• We ALL have intuition. It is not exclusive to those born with, it, it’s all within us

I. Example: Ever have a feeling you should or should not go somewhere and then something good 
or bad happened? Intuition!

II. Example: Ever “guess” a winning number or a test answer and have it be right? Intuition 

III. Example: Ever dream something or just KNOW something is going to happen, then it does? 
Intuition!



THE FOUR CLAIR’S
• Intuition is traditionally explained by being broken down into four main categories. 

I. Clairvoyance 

II. Clairaudience

III. Claircognizance

IV. Clairsentience

• We are all capable of all of these, however some of us are innately stronger in one or two 
areas than other areas. They key is to practice utilizing the four enough so they are all strong. 



CLAIRVOYANCE

• Clairvoyance means CLEAR SEEING

• This one is most popularly known and most often used as a synonym for psychic, though it 
actually deals exclusively with sight.

• You are using your clairvoyance when you are seeing images either in your mind’s eye or in 
reality. 



CLAIRVOYANCE

• Seeing in your mind’s eye means that images are popping into your imagination. 

• Maybe you’re giving a reading and all of the sudden you see a Dalmatian in your head, or an 
entire park scene, that’s clairvoyance. 

• This also includes seeing images in your dreams that pop up in real life after you’ve had the 
dream. 



CLAIRVOYANCE

• Seeing in real life means you are seeing it physically (obviously)

• This includes seeing repeating numbers, seeing certain symbols, or signs. 

• This also includes the ability to see energy like auras, as well as spirits here on the earth plane.

• If you see this and do not want to, just ask the universe to turn it off by stating you are not 
energetically available to see physical spirits. 



CLAIRAUDIENCE
• Clairaudience means CLEAR HEARING

• This can show up as a ringing in your ear - ringing means either you are downloading information 
or spirit is trying to talk to you

• If this happens, make sure you ask what it is they want! Or pay attention to what situation you’re in, where 
your thoughts were

• This can be literal whispers your hear in your ear from spirit

• It can also be getting insight from conversations you overhear 



CLAIRCOGNIZANCE

• Claircognizance means CLEAR KNOWING

• This pops in as just straight up gut feelings – when you just KNOW

• It’s also the thoughts that just pop into your head.



CLAIRSENTIENCE
• Clairsentience is CLEAR FEELING.

• This is when information is interpreted through emotions. 

• When reading, you might suddenly feel a specific emotion that will be tied to the person, 
place, or thing.

• It’s also about feeling if you are on the right track analyzing your cards. Trust that instant YES or 
NO you may feel when you have a hunch about something. 



CLAIRSENTIENCE

• If you are giving a reading and start to feel that “nope” “wrong” feeling in your gut - trust it & 
don’t give up.

• All you have to do is take a deep breath, and give it a moment as you re-analyze the Card. Ask 
spirit for help, and see what new things pop up to you.

• When a new answer does pop up (it always will) you’ll feel at once if you’ve gotten it right –
that “nope” anxious gut feeling will be gone and be replaced by a clear, happy feeling.  



CLAIRSENTIENCE
• If your Clairsentient abilities are strong, chances are you are an empath.

• Empaths feel the emotions of others they are in close proximity too, whether they notice it or 
not.

• Two types of empaths: 

I. Ones that feel overwhelmed in large crowds (too many emotions from too many people and you 
feel it ALL) but are fine one on one

II. Ones that are fine in large crowds (too many people over saturates it, so they don’t notice it) but 
one on one they feel ALL that person’s emotions



CLAIRSENTIENCE
• If you are an empath, or utilizing your clairsentience, make sure you ask spirit to help you 

differentiate between your own emotions and the feelings of others. 

• Sometimes you might feel sad or angry and then realize it’s not even you! You’re picking up on 
someone else!

• To do this, surround yourself with white light and simply declare “Any emotions that are not 
mine, Be gone. You can not affect me!” & imagine all of other’s emotions leaving you.



USING EACH CLAIR IN 
READINGS

• Examples of how you can use the Clair’s in each reading:
I. Clairvoyance 

o Are you seeing anything in your mind’s eye? Does anything on the card jump out to you? 

II. Clairaudience

o Do you hear spirit telling you anything? Do you hear anything going on outside, like birds chirping or cars 
honking, that could mean something? 

III. Claircognizance

o Is there anything just straight up coming to you that you KNOW is right?

IV. Clairsentience

o What feelings are popping up during this reading? Do you feel your explanations are accurate or do you feel 
off?



USING EACH CLAIR IRL
• As you go throughout your day – try to find various times to harness your intuition & pay attention 

to your world deeper 

I. Clairvoyance 

o Ask yourself – are you seeing any repeating signs? Are you noticing any symbols, lights – seeing things in your mind’s 
eye? 

II. Clairaudience

o When you walk by people, what specific parts of their conversations are you hearing? Do you ever hear a ringing in 
your ear? 

III. Claircognizance

o Is there anything just straight up coming to you that you KNOW is right?

IV. Clairsentience

o Are you feeling people’s emotions throughout the day? 



TRUST
• Above all, no matter what form of intuition you are utilizing, make sure you are TRUSTING that 

whatever is coming to you, whatever is popping up, is there FOR A REASON.

• HAVE CONFIDENCE!!!!

• You ARE intuitive, and you are fully capable of accessing psychic information, however you can 
only do it if you BELIEVE you can.

• Own IT!!!



READING YOURSELF REVIEW
• Set the mood 

• Burn Sage, light candles, use essential oils

• Bring in the light

• Meditate, clear your space + yourself 

• Clear any previous energies lingering on the deck by holding it in your right hand, and 
knocking on it three times. Imagine the energy clearing out of it and new, white light filtering 
in. 



READING YOURSELF REVIEW

• Say your deepening connection prayer:

• “Oh God + Goddess as we open the door to communication, in the unity of the Holy Spirit the great 
I am presence of the universe. We give thanks for we know that the words spoken are filled with your 
love, truth, wisdom, and understanding of the highest. Amen.” – Rev. Elaine Thomas 

• Connect to your Angels, Guides, Ascended Masters, fairies, etc. whoever you want to work 
with by asking them to guide this reading with love and light and the most accuracy possible 
so you can experience true divine guidance.  



READING YOURSELF REVIEW

• Ask one clear, precise, straight forward questions

• Remember avoid “yes or no” “this or that” questions 

• Shuffle the deck until you are intuitively prompted to stop

• Select the cards you feel a pull to 

• Either right off the top, pulled from random spots of the deck, or spreading them all out face down & 
selecting which ones you feel guided to. 



FOUR CARD SPREADS

Past Present Future Outcome



FOUR CARD SPREADS

Central 
Theme

Spirit’s
Message

Advice Advice



FOUR CARD SPREADS
Situation

What is
Needed

What’s
Ahead

What’s
Behind



FIVE CARD SPREADS

AdviceAdvice Central 
theme

Advice Advice 



FIVE CARD SPREADS

Beginning

What leads 
to middle

Middle

What leads 
to end

End/outcome



FIVE CARD SPREADS

Central 
Theme

Your 
higher 
Self’s
perspective 

Spirit’s
perspective 

How to 
Move
Forward

What’s 
Holding 
You back 



ANALYZING WITHOUT THE 
BOOK

• It may be tempting to keep going back to the book because it’s easy, But it’s like riding a bike 
– you gotta take off the training wheels so you can learn! 

• Instead of going to the book, with each card ask yourself the Clair questions as mentioned 
earlier: 



ANALYZING WITHOUT THE 
BOOK

• What am I seeing?

• On the card? In my mind’s eye? Any aura or colors?

• What am I hearing?

• In my actual ear? Anything going on in the outside world?

• What am I knowing?

• What is just coming to me? 

• What am I feeling?

• What emotions are popping up? Do I feel this reading is accurate or not? How is this answer making me feel?



EXERCISE

• Get your deck, knock out any energies from your previous reading. 

• Say your prayer, connect to spirit, ask ONE question, and shuffle the deck. 

• Pull out One card – whichever one you feel a pull towards. 



EXERCISE
• One at a time, go through each Clair and ask yourself the essential questions:

• What am I seeing?

• What am I hearing?

• What am I knowing?

• What am I feeling?



HOMEWORK

• Practice giving yourself readings by selecting 4-5 cards at a time. 

• Instead of consulting the guidebook, consult your four clair’s and ask yourself the Clair 
questions each time (on hw sheet).

• Complete 5 readings for yourself and fill out 5 self evaluation forms. 



THANK YOU ❤


